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Abstract
An existing finite-element solver for steady, non-linear subsonic flow is extended in order to treat unsteady
potential flow problems in the Laplace domain. The numerical formulation makes use of unstructured meshes
including explicitly modelled, triangulated wake surfaces. Meshes can contain both linear and quadratic volume
and surface elements, thus allowing to favor either very fast solution times or high spatial resolution. Aeroelastic
problems are dealt with by modelling moving or deforming bodies by means of transpiration boundary conditions.
Deformations of the aerodynamic mesh are computed either by projection of aerodynamic mesh nodes onto the
finite elements of a structural shell model, or by radial basis function interpolation suitable for beam-type
structural models. In addition to simple validation cases, an application of the solver for the evaluation of
gust loads on a commuter aircraft is presented. In order to evaluate the use of the method in the context of a
relevant, industrial-scale load analysis, typical geometrical and structural models for a twin-turboprop aircraft
in the 15t-class (e.g. Saab 340, CN-235, Dash 8, Do 328) are employed.
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Introduction

useful. As an example, the structural design of most
aircraft with moderate to high aspect ratio wings is often strongly influenced by gust loads and aeroelastic
stability, the evaluation of which necessitates the determination of unsteady aerodynamic effects [11]. For
subsonic aircraft, inviscid flow models tend to yield sufficient accuracy for these applications.
There are, however, limits to the applicability of potential flow aerodynamics even in the field of load analysis. For example, pressure distributions in transonic
flow tend to be strongly influenced by (possibly strong)
shocks, whose location often is sensitive to boundary
layer thickness distributions; such effects can currently
not be accounted for with the type of aerodynamic
model proposed here.
Linearized potential flow theory has often been used
to model aerodynamic forces for flight load analyses,
especially for unsteady problems. The doublet-lattice
method [2] uses linearized potential flow theory to obtain steady and unsteady solutions by reducing the aircraft geometry to a set of lifting surfaces that are close
to parallel with the free-stream flow direction. This
particular type of linearization about the undisturbed
free-stream allows for some considerable simplifications,
but at the same time eliminates a possible dependency
of the linearized solution on the steady flight condition.
In contrast, the method proposed here solves an unsteady, small-perturbation potential-flow problem linearized about a steady reference state, computed using
a full, three-dimensional volume mesh. The steady reference solution, defined by Mach number and farfield
flow velocity direction, is obtained from the full solu-

The computational cost associated with obtaining highfidelity flow solutions for complete aircraft configurations can be very troublesome. In the case of dynamic
flight load analysis the effort can even become unacceptable, as a large number of flow solutions is usually
required. Since flight load analysis plays an important
role in the aircraft industry this is an issue that needs to
be dealt with. An example of the use of such analyses is
during preliminary design of a new aircraft. Then, evaluation of the expected loads on the structure is essential
to evaluate the feasibility of the design. More accurate
load computations are needed for the final structural
dimensioning. Even for aircraft already in operation,
flight loads are often re-examined, for example when an
extension of the certified airframe life is considered or
in the context of structural modification.
Using potential flow theory for computational fluid
dynamics is an effective method to obtain aerodynamic
loads. The obtained flow solution is based on the requirement of conservation of mass in the flow, while
conservation of momentum and energy is a result of
the density relation employed. This simplification restrict the flow to being irrotational and inviscid, which
in many applications is acceptable, in particular for the
evaluation of flight loads on subsonic aircraft.
In the context of load analysis, solutions of unsteady
problems are often required. For these cases the efficiency of potential flow theory methods is particularly
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tion of the non-linear steady equations of potential flow.
Unsteady pressure distributions are then computed by
means of a linearization of the isentropic pressure relation.
Many flight load analyses are conveniently expressed
in the frequency domain, thus making the availability of frequency-domain aerodynamic loads advantageous. Examples for applications where frequencydomain aerodynamics are of interest are flutter analysis or the evaluation of the response to continuous
turbulence. The proposed method immediately provides such loads by means of a direct formulation in
the Laplace domain, just like traditional lifting-surface
methods. Again, formulation in the Laplace domain entails certain simplifications, most notably the assumption that excitation with a single frequency causes a
response at the same frequency only. When this is
not the case, for example in the presence of non-linear
structural phenomena such as stick-slip friction or mechanical freeplay, time-domain solutions may be more
appropriate [6].

fulfilled. On the inflow part of the farfield boundary,
ΓD , a Dirichlet condition
φ = φ∞ on ΓD ,

(4)

must be fulfilled. A mass flow condition
n · (ρ∇φ) = g on ΓN ,

(5)

where n is the surface normal vector, is imposed on
the outflow part of the farfield and on solid surfaces,
ΓN . On solid surfaces g is either set to zero for an
impermeable wall or to a known transpiration value to
model small displacements or boundary layer effects.
Along the wake surface ΓW , both a mass flow condition
n · (ρ1 ∇φ1 − ρ2 ∇φ2 ) = 0

(6)

and a zero pressure difference condition across the wake

 

2φ̇1 + |∇φ1 |2 − 2φ̇2 + |∇φ2 |2 = 0
(7)

are enforced. In the latter two equations, the subscripts
1 and 2 refer to the corresponding quantities on differ2 Method
ent sides of the wake surface. In the case of intersecting
wakes, Equations (6) and (7) are combined in a particA finite-element method, phi, for the solution of steady ular manner in order to arrive at a well-posed problem
subsonic flow problems developed by Eller [8] was ex- [8].
tended to handle the case of unsteady motion and gust
response.

2.3

2.1

Governing equations

Small disturbance assumption

Equations (1) - (7) define a non-linear, time-dependent
problem in the general case. For a large class of enFor general unsteady flow, conservation of mass can be gineering problems, however, very substantial improveestablished in differential form as
ments of solution efficiency can be achieved by considering a linearization of the unsteady equations about a
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0,
(1) steady solution. In the following derivations, steady ref∂t
erence states are denoted by a bar (φ̄, ρ̄) and unsteady
where ρ is the fluid density. By restricting the problem perturbations, assumed small, are marked with a caret,
to potential flow, the velocity v can be expressed as so that, for instance,
the gradient of the scalar velocity potential φ. Since
potential, irrotational flow also is isentropic, the density
ρ(t) = ρ̄ + ρ̂(t) where ρ̂  ρ̄ ∀t
(8)
can be obtained in terms of farfield quantities and the
From the set of governing equations, a number of seclocal flow velocity according to
ondary
relations can be derived, which are useful to ex1
"
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of the unsteady problem with. Among
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γ − 1 u∞
2φ̇ + |v|
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1−
,
(2) these, the more important interrelations are the density
2
2
ρ∞
2 a∞
u∞
derivatives

2−γ
where γ is the ratio of specific heats, u∞ is the magni1
ρ
∂ρ
ρ∞ ,
(9)
=− 2
tude of the free-stream velocity and a∞ is the farfield
∂v 2
2a∞ ρ∞
speed of sound. The local pressure, p, is then given
directly by the isentropic relation
and

2−γ

γ
1
∂ρ
ρ
=− 2
ρ∞ ;
(10)
p
ρ
a∞ ρ∞
=
.
(3)
∂ φ̇
p∞
ρ∞
as well as the derivative of the scalar squared velocity
according to
2.2 Boundary conditions
∂v 2
= 2v̄ · ∇φ̇
(11)
A solution on the volume domain Ω is obtained by
∂t
applying a set of boundary conditions on the volume and
boundary Γ. The boundary is divided into different re∂v 2
= 2v̄ · ∇.
(12)
gions for which different boundary conditions must be
∂φ
2

The small-disturbance assumption allows to express 2.5 Discretization
ρ̇ with the help of (9) - (12) according to
As for the steady equivalent, a standard Galerkin finite
2−γ 

element discretization is chosen for the unsteady probρ̄
ρ̇
1
φ̈ + v̄ · ∇φ̇
(13) lem [8]. Due to the properties of the Galerkin method,
=− 2
ρ∞
a∞ ρ∞
the governing equations must be predominantly ellipand the unsteady density perturbation ρ̂ itself as
tic in order to result in a stable discretization. On the

2−γ 
basis of the character of Equation (2), this is only the

ρ̂
ρ̄
1
v̄ · ∇φ̂ + φ̇ .
(14) case for strictly subsonic flow. At the time of writ=− 2
ρ∞
a∞ ρ∞
ing, the focus is intentionally placed on the solution
The unsteady linearized contribution to the mass flow of subsonic problems; therefore, (2) is modified in the
present implementation to enforce ellipticity. This is
is then given by
achieved simply by limiting the local Mach number in
ρc
v = ρ̂v̄ + ρ̄∇φ̂
the evaluation of (2) to a fixed value set to Mc = 0.94.

2−γ 

Obviously, this simplification introduces a substantial
(15)
ρ̄
ρ∞
=− 2
v̄ · ∇φ̂ + φ̇ v̄ + ρ̄∇φ̂.
error in cases where more than small regions of locally
a∞ ρ∞
supersonic flow are present. In the future, one of the
Finally, the linearized expression for a small distur- many published stabilization strategies [12, 17] may be
bance unsteady flow solution around a non-linear steady implemented in order to treat transonic flow problems
solution can be written according to
with weak shocks.




Both linear (P1) and curved quadratic (P2) triangu1
φ̈ + v̄ · ∇φ̇ + ∇ · bφ̂ = 0,
(16) lar and tetrahedral elements are currently implemented.
2
a∞
These element types were chosen due to the relative
where the operator
ease of automatically generating meshes around complex configurations, when compared to quadrilateral

 
γ−1
v̄
∂
ρ̄
b = 2 v̄ · ∇ +
−
∇
(17) and hexahedral elements. A mesh convergence study
a∞
∂t
ρ∞
presented in [8] has shown that the use of quadratic
is introduced for a more compact notation. Similarly, elements is beneficial when quantities sensitive to geothe set of boundary conditions for the linearized un- metric accuracy and truncation error, such as induced
drag values, are of primary interest.
steady solution become
The non-linear steady problem is first solved using a
φ̂ = φ̂∞ on ΓD ,
(18) full Newton method, which, depending on the specified
tolerance, usually converges within three to six iteraγ−2

ĝ
ρ̄
on ΓN ,
(19) tions. Then, the resulting steady potential φ̄ is used to
n · bφ̂ = −
ρ∞
ρ∞
set up one linear system for each unsteady problem to
solve, corresponding to different frequencies. The coeffurthermore,
ficient matrix A in this problem depends only on the


n · b1 φ̂1 − b2 φ̂2 = 0,
(20) linearization point defined by φ̄, the free-stream Mach
number and the Laplace variable s. Therefore, the soand
lution of a set of φ̃(s) for a prescribed set of bound
 

ary conditions g̃(s) reduces to the solution of a single
v̄ 1 · ∇φ̂1 + φ̇1 = v̄ 2 · ∇φ̂2 + φ̇2
on ΓW . (21)
complex-valued system of equations with the number of
right-hand-side vectors corresponding to the number of
2.4 Laplace domain
different boundary condition cases according to
For the solution of unsteady aeroelastic problems such
A(s, M∞ , φ̄) φ̃j = R(g̃j ).
(23)
as flutter or gust response of aircraft structures, a
frequency-domain representation of the aerodynamic Here, R(g̃ ) represents the finite-element discretization
j
surface pressures and forces is useful [3, 11]. There- of one set of transpiration boundary condition.
fore, the relations in Section 2.3 are transformed into
the Laplace domain using

2.6

L(φ̂(t)) = φ̃(s),

L(φ̇(t)) = sφ̃(s)

(22)

Unsteady motion

Deformations of the wall surfaces are represented by
means of transpiration terms. In comparison to alternative approaches such as mesh deformation, this method
is limited to reasonably small deformations which is
considered an acceptable restriction for most intended
applications. A transpiration term g̃ is introduced in
Equation (19) which is determined such that the resulting stream-surface is kinematically compatible with the
prescribed unsteady surface deformation. For general

where s = σ + iω is the Laplace variable. While the
present paper is focused on (very common) applications
where σ = 0, the present implementation is not fundamentally restricted to that particular case. It has
been shown earlier that the elimination of the zerodamping assumption in the determination of Laplacedomain aerodynamics can, in fact, result in substantial
differences in some cases [5, 7].
3

distributions of Laplace-domain deformation δ̃(s, ξ, η), in their spatial velocity distribution need to be considthe transpiration strength at some local triangle posi- ered in the aerodynamic solution. At the time of writtion (ξ, η) becomes
ing, only infinite gusts in vertical and lateral direction,
that is, velocity fields which do nor vary in the corre

ρ̄ 
g̃ =
sδ̃ · n − v̄ · xη × δ̃ ξ + δ̃ η × xξ , (24) sponding direction, are considered, although different
ρ∞
three-dimensional shapes could be easily added when
needed.
where the derivatives with respect to local element coordinates
∂x
∂ δ̃
xη =
, δ̃ η =
, ...
(25)
2.8 Deformation mapping
∂η
∂η
are determined from the corresponding nodal values
To determine the aerodynamic forces resulting from unand the local derivatives of the element shape functions.
steady deformation of the aircraft surfaces, a representation of the deformation δ̃ must be available at each
2.7 Aerodynamic gust response
node of the surface mesh. In general, the structural
In order to determine the unsteady pressure distribu- model employed to compute such deformations is not
tions due to gust encounters, different modelling ap- directly compatible with the aerodynamic surface mesh
proaches can be taken. The perhaps most obvious way used in the potential flow solver, thereby necessitating
would be to represent the gust as a modification of the a mapping procedure.
Two different methods for the transfer of deformafarfield boundary conditions. Unfortunately, this technique requires that the spatial distribution of the gust tions from a structural to the aerodynamic surface are
velocity field is resolved with sufficient accuracy both currently used. The first is based on a projection apon the farfield boundary surfaces and by the volume el- proach, while the second makes use of radial basis inements extending from the farfield boundaries towards terpolation.
the aircraft. For many applications of practical interFor the case that a finite-element model consisting of
est, this limitation leads to an unacceptable increase in structural shell or solid elements is available, the promesh size. Therefore, a different, transpiration-based jection approach is an efficient solution which provides
procedure was implemented. Just as for the case of relatively good spatial resolution. As a first step, strucsurface motion, a wall transpiration velocity is imposed tural finite elements are decomposed into plane 3-node
so that the effective stream-surface is displaced away triangles, as shown in Figure 1 for the example of a
from the solid walls and matches the kinematic condi- 8-node quadrilateral shell element. Then, each aerotion defined by the gust velocity field.
dynamic node — drawn as the green marker in Figure
Using the notation introduced above, a local transpi- 2 — is projected onto the nearest triangle. Finally,
ration term
the deformation at the aerodynamic node is taken as
a linear interpolation of the three nodal values of that
ρ̄
wg (s, x(ξ, η)) · n(ξ, η)e−sτ
(26) triangle, which references only a subset of the (here,
g̃(s, ξ, η) =
ρ∞
eight) nodes of the original structural elements. Since
is introduced, where wg represents the gust velocity the triangle location and projection steps can be implemented very efficiently by means of bounding volume
field, and τ a time delay, obtained from
search hierarchies, this approach for the interpolation
u∞
τ (ξ, η) = 2 · (x(ξ, η) − x0 ) .
(27) of deformations exhibits good run-time performance.
u∞
In some cases, the structural model employs an element
geometry or topology which differs substantially
In this way, τ represents the time at which a certain
from
the
aerodynamic surface. The beam model of the
local point x(ξ, η) will encounter the gust which is detest
case
shown in Figure 11 is such an example where
fined to have reach velocity wg at x0 and time zero.
the
projection
method cannot be used. For this type of
Since the timing is arbitrary, x0 is set to the origin in
model,
a
radial
basis function (RBF) representation of
−sτ
the hope to limit the magnitude of the term e
for
the
deformation
according to
the case of Re(s) 6= 0. Finally, the transpiration term
is integrated over wall triangles in order to obtain a
right-hand side vector, a procedure fully equivalent to
the one described in [8].
In principle, any gust velocity field which can be expressed in the Laplace domain can be used in Equation
(26). Due to the linearity of the problem, it is however
more efficient to restrict the solution procedure to harmonic gusts, as the response to all other shapes (such
as, for instance, the 1−cos or the sharp-edged gust) can
be computed directly by multiplication in the Laplacedomain. For this reason, only gust shapes which differ

δ(x) =

X

wi ψ(ri ),

ri = |x − ci |

(28)

i

is evaluated. Here, wi are interpolation weights associated with RBF center points ci and ψ(r) is the
scalar-valued RBF used. Presently, polyharmonic and
multiquadric basis functions of different orders are implemented. Centres ci are taken as the set of unique
(to within a user-specified tolerance) structural nodes.
Weights wi are determined by minimizing the approx4

u

Figure 1: Tesselation of 8-node quadrilateral.

Figure 2: Projection onto triangular sub-element.

imation error

numerical factorization is needed for each frequency and
linearization point. Furthermore, solving for a moderate number of right-hand sides at once only adds little
extra computational time.
As a consequence, the current implementation is particularly suitable for problems where a considerable
number, say O(100), of modeshapes (or basis functions)
are needed to accurately describe the deformation. This
is often the case for flexible aircraft, especially with
wing-mounted engines or externally carried stores. Still,
it is important to note that the deformation δ̃ for all
but the simplest structural models must be expressed
in terms of subspace vectors. Computing the aerodynamic response for all possible deformations in the full
space of structural degrees of freedom is not feasible.

!2
X
j

δj −

X

wi ψ(|xj − ci |)

(29)

i

for all structural nodes xj , which results in large, linear
least-squares problem. Because of the non-local support of most radial basis functions, solution of the approximation problem requires factorization of a large,
dense matrix, the size of which is given by the number of structural nodes by the number of RBF centers.
Due to the rapid increase of computational cost associated with dense linear algebra operations, this particular variant of RBF interpolation becomes infeasible when more than a few thousand structural nodes
are present. Fortunately, structural models for which
this method is needed typically are beam models, which
tend to be rather small.

3
3.1

2.9

v

Implementation

Validation
Laplace-domain motion

Solutions obtained using the unsteady potential flow
solver are compared to Theodorsen’s aerodynamic coefficients for a two-dimensional thin symmetric airfoil
in potential flow [3]. The solutions from the herein described potential flow solver, phi, are obtained for a
quasi two-dimensional case of a straight wing section
between two walls. The computational setup is illustrated in Figure 3 with an incorrect scaling due to visualization purposes. The two walls have a height and
width of 200 chord length and the span of the wing section is equal to the chord length. A wake surface with
a length of approximately 80 chord lengths is included
in the mesh.
Results are obtained for heaving and pitching motion for a range of reduced frequencies. The pitching
oscillation is centered around the quarter chord line of
the wing section. The unsteady lift force and pitching
moment resulting from the two types of motions are
presented in Figure 4 to 7.
In general, consistent agreement in the trends of the
unsteady aerodynamic coefficients is found. The steady
lift coefficient due to pitching motion found by the potential flow solver at zero reduced frequency is approximately 5.0 % higher than the analytical solution for
a thin airfoil. The airfoil used for the computations
has thickness of 3% which accounts for an expected

The subsonic potential flow solver is implemented in
the C++ programming language and parallelized at
fine granularity (i.e. over elements and nodes) using
OpenMP directives [16]. Multiple mesh file formats,
such as cgns, tau, su2 and bmsh formats used by
other flow solvers, are accepted. Some mesh files require, however, that wake boundary conditions are explicitly defined using a graphical preprocessor as not all
formats allow to label internal surfaces as wakes.
Discretization of the linearized unsteady flow problem results in one large, sparse, complex-valued system
of equations per steady linearization state (M, φ̄) and
Laplace variable s. Each prescribed motion shape δ̃ and
gust velocity distribution yields one right-hand side. As
in the steady case, the linear problems are solved by
means of the direct solver pardiso [18] included in the
Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL, [13]).
The particular pattern of the typical solution sequence, where a sparse system with multiple right-hand
sides has to be solved multiple times with different values of the coefficient matrix elements — but identical
sparsity patterns — is very well suited for the application of a sparse direct solver. At least in the case of
pardiso, the costly symbolic factorization phase need
only be executed once so that only a considerably faster
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Figure 5: Lift force due to pitching oscillation.
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Figure 4: Lift force due to heaving oscillation.
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Figure 6: Pitching moment due to heaving oscillation.

Figure 7: Pitching moment due to pitching oscillation.

nary part of the frequency-domain normal force coefficient CZ obtained as a response to an harmonic gust
encounter in incompressible flow.
Jones’ results (digitized from a printed copy) for a
wing of aspect ratio equal to 6 are displayed as square
symbols, where the upper curve refers to the real part
P (iω) = Re(CZ ) and the lower curve to the negative
imaginary part −Q(iω) = −Im(CZ ). To comply with
the data in the reference, coefficient values are shown
as a function of reduced wavelength λ = 2π
k . Since the
analysis in [14] does not assume a specific wing planform, two computations were performed; the first, represented by the solid line, for a trapezoidal wing with
taper ratio 0.4 and straight 4c -line; the second for a rectangular planform. Unfortunately, Jones does not unequivocally specify the assumption regarding gust timing underlying the analysis. Therefore, the computational results are shown for the case of a harmonic gust
3.2 Aerodynamic gust loads
timed such that Im(wg ) = 0 at the semichord locaAs a validation of the present implementation of bound- tion, where the mean aerodynamic chord is taken as
ary conditions for gust response computations, compar- the reference chord length. A different timing does not
isons with the analytical results by R.T. Jones [14] have affect the magnitude of CZ , but its phase in a frequencybeen performed. Figure 8 shows the real and imagi- dependent manner.
2.3% higher value of the coefficient than obtained from
Theodorsen’s aerodynamics [19]. Also, for higher reduced frequencies there is a poorer relative agreement
in the pitching moment due to heaving motion, as compared to the other results. It should however be noted
that the magnitude of this coefficient is low and therefore the absolute error in the coefficient is in the same
order as the error in the imaginary portion of the pitching moment due to pitching motion.
For higher reduced frequencies there is a poorer relative agreement in the pitching moment due to heaving
motion, as compared to the other results. It should
however be noted that the magnitude of this coefficient
is low and therefore the absolute error in the coefficient
is in the same order as the error in the imaginary portion of the pitching moment due to pitching motion.
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Figure 9: Phase of gust response.
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Figure 3: Illustration of model used for quasi twodimensional validation.

As a demonstration of an application of the method, the
aeroelastic gust response of a representative turboprop
commuter aircraft is computed. Both the structural
and the aerodynamic models presented in this section
are typical of a twin-engine 30-seat propeller aircraft.
However, the dataset used for this study is not an accurate representation of a specific aircraft type, although
the complexity of the case is chosen so as to match the
level of modelling detail and computational cost of a
typical industrial application of gust load analysis as
closely as possible.
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Aerodynamic model

Based on surface geometry generated by means of the
open-source modelling tool sumo1 , an unstructured triangular surface mesh was created which includes explicitly modelled wake surfaces. From that, the tetrahedral
mesh generator tetgen [20] was used to produce the
volume mesh for the aerodynamic solver phi. A cut
through the resulting mesh containing 207 000 nodes
and about 1.1 million tetrahedra is shown in Figure 10.
The surface of the aircraft is discretized with 124 000
triangles.
The mesh is meant to represent a reasonably complex geometry with a mesh resolution sufficient for load
analysis. Mesh refinement parameters were selected according to criteria determined as part of convergence
studies performed earlier [8], for computations with P1
elements. A corresponding mesh intended for the use
of P2 elements would typically feature a considerably
smaller amount of tetrahedra [8].

60

Figure 8: Response to harmonic gust.

The phase of the normal force coefficient with respect
to the gust input is presented in Figure 9. Overall,
the phase of the computational results matches lowspeed analytical results well for reduced frequencies up
to k ≈ 0.4. Interestingly, the phase difference observed
for higher frequencies in the interval 0.4 ≤ k ≤ 1.0
appears to depend on the wing planform. This pattern
could be caused by assumptions regarding the unsteady
spanwise lift distribution in [14], which are not accurately matched by either of the two numerical examples.
Finally, beyond k ≈ 1.0, even the trend of the development of phase with frequency starts to differ. However,
at such high frequencies, streamwise variations over a
single chord-length caused by the gust are quite consid- 4.2 Structural model
erable, so that these high-frequency phase errors may
The dynamic properties of the structure are extracted
well be related to insufficient mesh resolution, in parfrom a beam-type finite-element model depicted in Figticular on the wake surface. For certain engineering
ure 11. Although the use of beam elements for alapplications, this type of phase error may however be
1 http://www.larosterna.com/sumo.html
acceptable as detailed in Section 4.6.
7

Figure 10: Cut through the unstructured volume mesh with wake surfaces drawn transparently.
most the entire structure may appear restricting at the following section, the first twenty eigenmodes were empresent time, models of this type have been widely used ployed.
Since the structural model does not define a surface
for dynamic load analyses in the past 30 years [11, 21].
Due to the need for a conversion between different finite suitable for an application of the projection method described in Section 2.8, the alternative RBF interpolation approach defined by Equation (28) is chosen. Firstorder polyharmonic basis functions were employed in
order to define a basis with about 1 600 center points
for the beam model with 2 295 elements. Figures 12 to
15 show the interpolated shapes of the first four symmetric eigenmodes mapped to the aerodynamic surface
mesh.

4.3

Aerodynamic gust loads

For the computation of aerodynamic loads as a response
to a vertical gust encounter, one complex-valued linear
system (23) is solved for each value of the Laplace variable s. For the test case, 28 reduced frequencies up to
a limit of k = 1.5 were prescribed, which corresponds
to frequencies up to 23.4 Hz. As an example for the
results obtained, the real and imaginary components of
the unsteady pressure coefficient cep (s) on the upper side
of the aircraft are shown in Figures 16 and 17 for two
Figure 11: Structural beam model.
values of the reduced frequency at a free-stream Mach
number of 0.3 and an angle of attack of 2 degree. In
element programs, the present modal analysis result ob- both figures, the upper half of the image depicts the
tained from nastran do not exactly represent the origi- pressure distribution at k = 0.2, while the lower half
nal aircraft; however, both the approximate ordering of represents c˜p at k = 0.5. Colour contour settings are
eigenfrequencies and their corresponding modeshapes equalized between figures such that regions were the lincan be regarded as representative for this type of air- earized pressure coefficient exceeds a value of cp > 2.0
craft. In the gust response analysis presented in the are drawn in red while regions where cp < −2.0 are
8

Figure 12: First symmetric mode.

Figure 13: Second symmetric eigenmode

Figure 14: Third symmetric mode.

Figure 15: Fourth symmetric eigenmode

shown as blue. Computed pressures are normalized for which is shown in Figure 12. The gust wavelength cora gust amplitude corresponding to a steady change of responds to approximately 1.5 times the full span of the
angle of attack of one radian for the zero-frequency case. aircraft, so that no strong longitudinal variations of cp
are expected. At the higher reduced frequency, the full
gust wavelength is reduced to only slightly more than
one half-span, which results in the streamwise variations of the pressure coefficient visible in the lower half
of Figures 16 and 17.
In contrast to the simple geometry used in the aerodynamic gust response validation (Section 3.2), pressure distributions for the test case mesh showed some
as yet unexplained inconsistencies for a small number of
discrete frequencies. At these frequencies (here, k = 0.7
and k = 1.05), non-symmetric solutions were observed
in terms of both unsteady potential and pressure, even
though the right-hand side of Equation (23) has a symmetric pattern. As these irregularities are limited to
a very narrow band around the said frequencies and
entirely eliminated by shifting the evaluation point by
∆k = 0.01 up or down, it is suspected that an interaction effect with the farfield boundary conditions is to
blame. At the time of writing, a remedy has however
not been found yet.
Figure 16: Re(cp ) at k = 0.2 and k = 0.5

4.4

For this particular flight condition, k = 0.2 is not far
from the frequency of the first elastic mode, the shape of

Continuous turbulence analysis

Two types of gust load analyses are usually performed
in the context of the certification of commercial aircraft,
9

is considered. Here, M and K are the mass and stiffness matrix, gs a scalar structural damping factor and
q∞ the dynamic pressure. The frequency-dependent
matrix Q(s) relates structural deflection δ̃(s) to aerodynamic forces, while f g (s) represents the aerodynamic
loads caused by an harmonic gust with unit amplitude.
As mentioned before, the motion-dependent aerodynamic load matrix Q(s) cannot efficiently be constructed for any general motion of the structural mesh,
at least not for cases of practical relevance. Hence, a
subspace approach must be employed in order to solve a
projection of (30). For the results presented in the following sections, a subspace Z consisting of the twenty
lowest-frequency eigenmodes was selected along with
rigid-body heave and pitch motions. As the structural
model is not exactly symmetric (and neither are most
aircraft), eigenmodes dominated by symmetric and antisymmetric deformations were used without discrimination. Note however, that the analysis performed is
not strictly limited to the use of eigenmodes in the solution subspace as long as deformations remain small.
Solution of equation (30) yields a set of subspace
(generalized) coordinates zh (s) which describe the motion of the aeroelastic system as a response to harmonic
gust excitation as a function of the complex frequency.
The deformation of the aircraft in structural degrees
of freedom can then be obtained from δ̃ h = Zzh (s).
In general, however, the deformation itself is not the
10

moment magnitude [Nm]

primary concern, at least for aircraft which are not extremely flexible. Instead, the response in terms of structural strain or sectional forces is usually more relevant.
Since the present test case is focused on evaluating
the properties of the aerodynamic solver, the simplest
approach for the determination of internal forces was
employed. This procedure, sometimes called the Modal
Displacement method, is based on the assumption that
the motion resulting from the above subspace solution
represents the structural state sufficiently well, so that,
for example, a sectional force of interest can be directly
obtained from a constant projection hk (s) = P k zh (s).
It should be noted that this method is well known to be
rather inaccurate unless the subspace Z is chosen well
[4, 15].
As values of interest, sectional forces at the attachment point of the main wing spar to the fuselage were
chosen for presentation. The response of the bending
moment in the vertical plane and the torque about the
Figure 17: Im(cp ) at k = 0.2 and k = 0.5
spar axis to a vertical gust of unit amplitude are shown
in Figure 18 as a function of frequency. As a flight confirstly an analysis of an encounter with a discrete gust dition, a Mach number of 0.3 at sea level was used.
of prescribed shape, and secondly a continuous turbu- The solid lines in Figure 18 correspond to solutions
lence analysis [9, 11]. This section presents the solution
procedure and results for the latter, while the former
problem is discussed in Section 4.5.
bending moment
torque
In order to obtain the structural response of the con4
10
figuration, the Laplace-domain problem


M s2 + (1 + igs )K − q∞ Q(s) δ̃ h
(30)
3
10
= Aδ̃ h = q∞ f g (s)
2

10

1

10

0

5

10
15
frequency [Hz]

20

Figure 18: Force response for different levels of structural damping (0.001, 0.01 and 0.02).
with very low damping values gs = 0.001, while the
dashed (gs = 0.01) and dash-dotted lines (gs = 0.02)
represent values which are more commonly used to
model the internal structural damping of aircraft of riveted aluminium construction. While the low-frequency
behaviour below about 2 Hz, which is dominated by
rigid-body motion, is only marginally affected by different damping values, there are significant differences
at higher frequencies. The torque load, in particular,
shows a considerable reduction of the peak at around
8 Hz.
In itself, a frequency-response diagram such as Figure 18 is not particularly useful for structural design.
In order to obtain relevant information, the frequency
response spectrum |hk (s)| can be employed in a continuous turbulence analysis. This method is based on a
model of atmospheric turbulence described in terms of

the power spectral density (PSD) of the gust velocity.
Such a model can be regarded as a relation between
a relative gust amplitude and its frequency. For the
present test case, the von Kármán PSD Φg for vertical
gusts according to

Lg 1 + 83 (1.339Lg Ω)2
Φg (Ω)
(31)
=
11
2
σw
π (1 + (1.339Lq Ω)2 ) 6
is used, where
Ω=

2πf
u∞

(32)

and Lg is a model parameter (corresponding to a turbulence length scale), σw the gust velocity magnitude
and f the frequency. A common practice is to set the
length scale Lg to 2500 feet for design purposes [11].
Given a magnitude yk of the load of interest hk , the
frequency of exceedance of this particular level can be
determined from the relation


y
y
− k
− k
(33)
N (yk ) = N0 P1 e Āb1 + P2 e Āb2 ,
where P1 , P2 , b1 and b2 are altitude-dependent constants characterizing the probability distribution of gust
velocity magnitudes. In the examples to follow, these
constants are taken from [11] for flight at sea level, as
listed in Table 1. Ā and N0 in Equation (33) are deb1 = 3.7
P1 = 0.005

gs = 0.02
N (y)
100/h
1/h
10−8 /h
gs = 0.01
N (y)
100/h
1/h
10−8 /h
gs = 0.001
N (y)
100/h
1/h
10−8 /h
gs = 0.0
N (y)
100/h
1/h
10−8 /h

MB [kNm]
248.5
533.8
1675.4

MT [kNm]
19.2
40.6
126.0

FS [kN]
54.5
117.0
367.4

MB [kNm]
268.8
567.5
1762.9

MT [kNm]
21.1
43.2
131.7

FS [kN]
58.6
123.9
385.0

MB [kNm]
301.7
622.8
1907.5

MT [kNm]
29.8
56.3
162.4

FS [kN]
65.2
134.7
412.7

MB [kNm]
308.7
634.0
1935.7

MT [kNm]
39.5
72.7
205.7

FS [kN]
68.1
138.6
420.9

Table 2: Wing root load exceedance levels.

• low-cycle fatigue load, occurring once per hour and
hence the probably highest load level which must
be included in a fatigue analysis;
• a rather conservative ultimate load level, with a
predicted probability of 0.05% per 50 000 flight
hours, i.e. not more than once in a fleet life of
100 million hours.

b2 = 7.7
P2 = 1.0

Table 1: Probability coefficients for sea level flight.

As in Figure 18, sectional moments are shown for three
different levels of the structural structural damping cotermined by integration of the power spectral density efficient in Equation (30), along with values for the case
(PSD) of the output hk (s) according to
of no structural damping. There is a small, but perhaps
not negligible difference in load levels when halving the
sZ
∞
damping level from 0.02 to 0.01. In contrast, eliminatĀ =
|hk (2πif )|2 Φg (f )df
(34)
ing all structural damping, doubles high-cycle torsion
0
sZ
fatigue loads and increases ultimate torque levels by
∞
1
more than 60% when compared to the case of gs = 0.02.
N0 =
f 2 |h(2πif )|2 Φg (f )df .
(35)
Ā
0
Note that at higher altitude, the probability of encountering a strong gust are considerably lower, which is
reflected in different coefficients in Equation (33). The
results shown below should hence be considered to be
overly conservative, as few aircraft of this class are likely
to be operated exclusively at low altitudes.
Table 2 shows a selection of results of the continuous gust analysis for the commuter aircraft test case.
Bending moment MB , vertical shear force FS and
torque MT for the main wing-spar fuselage attachment
point are presented. The exceedance frequencies N (y)
given are meant to characterize three important load
levels:

4.5

Discrete gust analysis

In contrast to the probabilistic approach taken in the
analysis of continuous turbulence, the discrete gust
problem is solved in a deterministic manner. According
to certification requirements, an encounter with vertical
and lateral gusts characterized by a longitudinal gust
velocity distribution proportional to a 1 − cos shape
must be simulated. Since the time-domain gust shape
is prescribed, an equivalent Laplace-domain gust can be
defined according to
(T
wg (s)
2
 s = 0, (36)
 1
= 1
s
−sT
ŵ
s 6= 0,
2 1−e
s − s2 +a2

L
• high-cycle fatigue load, which occurs millions of where ŵ is a prescribed gust amplitude, T = u∞ the
times during the operational life of an aircraft, or time needed to traverse the gust length L and a = 2π
T
100 times per flight hour;
the corresponding frequency.
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Once the harmonic gust response is available from
the solution of Equation (30), the computed generalized
displacements z(s) are simply multiplied with wg (s) in
order to obtain the corresponding response to a 1 − cos
gust with a particular wavelength L. This operation
reduces to very few arithmetic operations, so that the
Laplace-domain response for a large number of different
gust shapes can be determined very quickly.

2

pitch attitude [degree]

1

Usually, a time-domain representation of the discretegust response is desired, e.g. for the extraction of maximum internal forces at a particular point of interest.
Hence, a numerical inversion of the Laplace-domain
data must be performed, which, unfortunately, is not
trivial. In this example, Weideman’s implementation
[23] of Weeks’ method [22, 10] is used, wherein the
function is approximated as a truncated Laguerre series which can efficiently be inverted by means of the
fast Fourier transform.

−1
−2
−3
−4

L = 15c
L = 45c

−5
−6
0

0.5

1

1.5
time [s]

2

400
200
0
−200
−400
−600
−800

−1200
0

L = 15c
L = 45c
0.5

8

6

3

600

−1000

7

2.5

Figure 20: Pitch attitude when passing 1-cos gust

root bending moment [kNm]

For slowly-varying signals such as the vertical position of the center of gravity (see Figure 19) or the pitch
attitude shown in Figure 20, the method yields good
accuracy with 256 series terms. The dotted and dashed
lines in Figure 19 - 21 indicate the upper and lower
error bounds computed by Weideman’s program. The
two graphs in each of the figures correspond to a short
(red, L set to 15 mean chords) and a long gust of thrice
the wavelength. Both shorter and longer gusts must
be treated for certification; these particular values were
chosen for the purpose of illustration only.

0

L = 15c
L = 45c

1

1.5
time [s]

2

2.5

3

Figure 21: Bending moment due to 1-cos gust

z [m]

5

4.6

4
3

Discussion

Due to the properties of the structural gust response
problem (30), high-frequency aerodynamic gust force
contributions for not contribute strongly to the response
1
in terms of sectional forces. As is apparent from the
0
semilogarithmic plot in Figure 18, the resulting wingroot bending and torsion loads at a reduced frequency
−1
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
of 1.5 (corresponding to a frequency of 23.4 Hz) are
time [s]
two orders of magnitude lower than peak values. Consequently, a reduced accuracy of the presented aerodynamic method observed in Section 3.2 for higher reFigure 19: Flight path in discrete gust encounter.
duced frequencies may be acceptable for flight loads applications.
In contrast, the impact of the magnitude of structural
Force results, such as the time history of the root damping was found to be very substantial for the particbending moment in Figure 21, are substantially more ular structure used as an example. Therefore, it appears
difficult to invert accurately due to the higher frequency that the reliable determination of a structural damping
content. The Laguerre series converges much more model, sometimes described as a rather difficult task [1],
slowly in this case, necessitating the inclusion of many should in fact have a higher priority than improvements
more terms (here, 2048) in order to achieve acceptable to the accuracy of aerodynamic gust loads models.
levels of accuracy.
Comparing different sectional loads, it is interesting
2

12

to observe that the torque is affected much more by the
choice of structural damping coefficient than both bending and shear force. Since the chosen form of damping model results in a rate of loss of mechanical energy
which increases with frequency, it stands to reason that
the selected torque is more sensitive to higher-frequency
motion than bending, which is also suggested by the
trends in Figure 18. Decomposing the sectional force
response to harmonic gusts in terms of the generalized
displacements of different eigenmodes, it can be seen
that the contribution of the first symmetric eigenmodes
to the wing attachment torque load does not diminish
strongly with eigenmode order. This is in contrast to
the decomposition of the root bending moment, where
the first couple of modes already represent a considerable fraction of the total. Keeping in mind that the sectional forces presented here only concern a single point,
it appears advisable to investigate the rate of force convergence with eigenmode count carefully for each point
of interest. Even if selected subspace is known to represent motion well, the same need not necessarily be true
for important sectional forces (or structural strains).
As is well known, the modal displacement approach
employed in the presented example is often insufficient
since a low-order modal subspace does not usually represent the spatial load distribution well enough. Therefore, the pre- and postprocessing program for the aerodynamic solver allows to generate structural load input
which can be used to assemble a set of correction vectors for the Modal Truncation Augmentation method.
Results for the corresponding, improved load analyses
will be presented in a follow-up paper.

use in order to obtain an estimate for the parallel scalability. Comparison with computations on an modern,
affordable quad-core processor (Intel i7-2600) show a
best timing close to the one shown for four threads in
Table 3.
When determining scalability from Table 3, it can
be seen that a doubling of the number of threads reduces wallclock time by a factor of approximately 1.7
for a problem of this size. It is important to recognize here that the processor in question can assign substantially more resources (dynamically increased clock
speed, shared L2 cache) to a process which does not
use all virtual cores, which skews the results in favour
of lower thread counts. Moreover, a fixed amount of
time is needed to write output files with a total size exceeding 950 Megabyte, which is difficult to perform in
parallel on this computer.
Interestingly, the determination of the optimal coefficients for the numerical inverse Laplace transform
by Weeks’ method [23] in matlab for the three states
displayed in Figures 19 - 21 takes longer than the computation of the large aerodynamic dataset used to solve
the frequency-domain gust response problem. Clearly,
a more efficient implementation for this sub-problem
would be needed when the method were to be used routinely for time-domain response problems.

5

Conclusions

Validation of the extension of an existing finite-element
flow solver to unsteady Laplace-domain problems shows
4.7 Computational effort
reasonable agreement with analytical low-speed results
In Table 3, the elapsed time needed to compute the un- up to reduced frequencies of about one. Application
steady force matrix Q(s) and the harmonic gust vector of the solver to a gust load analysis of a complex
f g (s) are listed for the test case described above (22 test case demonstrates that the structural response for
modeshapes, 28 frequencies). In all of the cases shown, correspondingly high frequencies is dominated by the
complex-valued pressure distributions are computed as amount of structural damping assumed. Given that the
well and stored in a file for visualization or use in struc- determination of accurate models for structural damptural basis augmentation. The incremental computing ing often is rather difficult, the achieved reasonable actime required for one additional frequency is less than curacy in the representation of aerodynamic loads be2 seconds. A Linux workstation with two Intel Xeon low k < 1 might be sufficient for many engineering applications. Still, inconsistent results detected at some
discrete reduced frequencies need to be investigated furThreads
Q(s)
f g (s)
ther.
16/32
1:25 min
56 s
The computational efficiency obtained for the exam8
1:58 min 1:16 min
ple
of a well-resolved aerodynamic model of a twin4
3:22 min 2:00 min
turboprop
aircraft implies that aeroelastic load analy2
5:41 min 3:25 min
ses
can
be
performed
at interactive speed on a modern
1
9:59 min 5:56 min
workstation. Computation times observed are similar
to those required for modal analyses of moderately fine
Table 3: Wallclock times for the test case.
(i.e. O(105 ) elements) structural models. An important restriction of the current method, at least for ap2687 processors clocked at 3.1 GHz was used to obtain plications to large commercial and military aircraft, is
the timings shown in Table 3. This computer features a its limitation to strictly subsonic flow. An extension
total of 16 physical and 32 virtual processor cores; some to transonic flow problems is likely possible as many
computations were performed by artificially limiting the examples (of mostly steady methods) in the literature
number of concurrent threads which the program can show, but has not been undertaken yet.
13
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